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Cancer

http://rise.duke.edu/seek/pages/page.html?0205
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Big data

Opportunities

What is your risk of developing a cancer? (prevention)
Once detected, what precisely is your cancer? (diagnosis)
After treatment, are you cured? (prognosis)
What is the best way to treat your cancer? (precision medicine)

Example: precision medicine

Learning from data (EASY case)
Good vs Bad responders
n(= 19) patients >> p(= 2) genes
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*-omics challenge: n << p

n = 102 ∼ 104 (patients)

p = 104 ∼ 107 (genes, mutations, copy number, ...)

Data of various nature (continuous, discrete, structured, ...)
Data of variable quality (technical/batch variations, noise, ...)
Consequences:
Accuracy drops
Biomarker selection unstable
Speed and scalability can become an issue
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Gene expression

http://mrsbabbkv.weebly.com/rna--protein.html

About 22,000 genes encoded in DNA (same for all cells)
Expression of each gene (= RNA synthesis) varies between cells
Can be measured for all genes simultaneously with sequencing

Feature selection (a.k.a. molecular signature)

Example: 70-gene breast cancer prognostic signature

van ’t Veer et al. (2002);
van de Vijver et al. (2002)

But...

70 genes (Nature, 2002)

3 genes in common

van ’t Veer et al. (2002); Wang et al. (2005)

76 genes (Lancet, 2005)

3 genes is the best you can expect given n and p
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Biomarker discovery from high-dimensional data is a crucial problem with enormous applications in biology and medicine.
It is also extremely challenging from a statistical viewpoint, but surprisingly few studies have investigated the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the plethora of existing feature selection methods. In this study we compare 32 feature
selection methods on 4 public gene expression datasets for breast cancer prognosis, in terms of predictive performance,
stability and functional interpretability of the signatures they produce. We observe that the feature selection method has a
significant influence on the accuracy, stability and interpretability of signatures. Surprisingly, complex wrapper and
embedded methods generally do not outperform simple univariate feature selection methods, and ensemble feature
selection has generally no positive effect. Overall a simple Student’s t-test seems to provide the best results.
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level of signature stability, meaning in particular that no
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GFS
biological insight should be expected from the analysis of
current signatures. On the positive side, some authors noticed
Biomarker discovery from high-dimensional data, such as
Lassoor SNP profiles, is a crucial problem with that the biological functions captured by different signatures are
transcriptomic
similar, in spite of the little overlap between them at the gene
enormous applications in biology and medicine, such as diagnosis,
E−Net
level [6–8].
prognosis,
patient stratification in clinical trials or prediction of the
response to a given treatment. Numerous studies have for example
From a machine learning point of view, estimating a signature
0 investigated so-called molecular signatures, i.e., predictive models from a set of expression data is a problem of feature selection, an
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based0.56
on the expression of 0.58
a small number of genes,0.6
for the
active field0.62
of research in particular0.64
in the high-dimensional setting
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[9]. While the limits of some basic methods for feature selection
AUC
have been highlighted in the context of molecular signatures, such

stratification of early breast cancer patients into low-risk or highrisk of relapse, in order to guide the need for adjuvant therapy [1].
While predictive models could be based on the expression of
more than a few tens of genes, several reasons motivate the search
for short lists of predictive genes. First, from a statistical and
machine learning perspective, restricting the number of variables
is often a way to reduce over-fitting when we learn in high
dimension from few samples and can thus lead to better

Haury et al. (2011)

as gene selection by Pearson correlation with the output [5], there
are surprisingly very few and only partial investigations that focus
on the influence of the feature selection method on the performance and
stability of the signature [10]. compared various feature selection
methods in terms of predictive performance only, and [11] suggest
that ensemble feature selection improves both stability and

Learning with regularization

For a sample x ∈ Rp , learn a linear decision function:
fβ (x) = β > x

min R(fβ ) + λΩ(β)

β∈Rp

P
R(fβ ) empirical risk, e.g., R(fβ ) = n1 ni=1 (fβ (xi ) − yi )2
Ω(β) penalty, to control overfitting in high dimension, e.g.:
Pp
Ω(β) = Pi=1 βi2 (ridge regression, SVM,...)
p
Ω(β) = i=1 |βi | (lasso, boosting,...)

Sparsity with `1 regularization

min R(fβ ) + λ
β

p
X
i=1

|βi |

⇔

min R(fβ ) such that
β

Leads to sparse models (feature selection)

p
X
i=1

|βi | ≤ C

Atomic Norm (Chandrasekaran et al., 2012)

Definition
Given a set of atoms A, the associated atomic norm is
kxkA = inf{t > 0 | x ∈ t conv(A)}.
A should be centrally symmetric and span Rp
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Gene networks as prior knowledge
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Let’s force the signatures to be "coherent" with a known gene network?

Graph lasso (Jacob et al., 2009)

Ω(β) =

sup
α∈Rp :∀i∼j,kα2i +α2j k≤1

α> β

Lasso signature (accuracy 0.61)

Breast cancer prognosis, Jacob et al. (2009)

Graph Lasso signature (accuracy 0.64)

Breast cancer prognosis, Jacob et al. (2009)
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Somatic mutations in cancer

Stratton et al. (2009)

Large-scale efforts to collect somatic mutations
3, 378 samples with survival information from 8 cancer types
downloaded from the TCGA / cBioPortal portals.

Cancer type
LUAD (Lung adenocarcinoma)
SKCM (Skin cutaneous melanoma)
GBM (Glioblastoma multiforme)
BRCA (Breast invasive carcinoma)
KIRC (Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma)
HNSC (Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma)
LUSC (Lung squamous cell carcinoma)
OV (Ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma)

Patients
430
307
265
945
411
388
169
363

Genes
20 596
17 463
14 750
16 806
10 609
17 022
13 590
10 195

Survival prediction from raw mutation profiles
Each patient is a binary vector: each gene is mutated (1) or not (2)
Silent mutations are removed
Survival model estimated with sparse survival SVM
Results on 5-fold cross-validation repeated 4 times

Changing the representation?

Can we replace
x ∈ {0, 1}p

with p very large, very sparse

by a representation with more information shared between samples
Φ(x) ∈ H

?

Raw binary mutation matrix

NetNorm genes
Overview (Le Morvan et al., 2016)
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Performance on survival prediction

Use Pathway Commons as gene network.
NSQN = Network Smoothing / Quantile Normalization (Hofree et al., 2013)

Selected genes represent "true" or "proxy" mutations
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Table 2 – Genes frequently selected in the survival prediction model for LUAD using NetNorM with
Pathway Commons. freq: number of times a gene was selected in the model out of 20 cross-validation folds
(we only report genes that were selected at least 10 times). coef : median coefficient associated to a gene
across the cross-validation folds where this gene was selected. mall : number of mutations across all patients.
m<kmed (resp. m kmed) ): number of mutations across patients with less (resp. more) than kmed mutations
where kmed is big
the median
learned
for the parameter k across cross-validation folds. Log-rank test
hubs value
in the
network
(resp. Welsh t-test): p-value obtained with a log-rank test (resp. Welsh t-test) that compares mutated and
get
mutated
by
NetNorm
with few mutations =⇒ they
non-mutated patients in a given gene. mall , m<kmed , in
m patients
kmed) , Log-rank test and Welsh t-test were computed
for both the raw
data andthe
the data
preprocessed
encode
mutation
ratewith NetNorM with k = kmed . Rows highlighted in blue
indicate proxy genes.

14 genes are selected at least 50% of the time
6/14 are "proxy" genes (in blue)

8/14 are "normal" prognostic genes

Proxy mutations encode local mutational burden

c

KHDRBS1: a member of the K homology domain-containing, RNA-binding, signal transduction-associated protein family
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Conclusion

Many new exciting problems and lots of data in computational
genomics and precision medicine
n << p problem requires dedicated methods
new representations x → Φ(x)
new learning techniques (structured sparsity, regularization, ...)
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